
 
 

THE PROPOSAL - Awareness Best Practices 
 

Press and Social Media Assets: Download Here 
 

INSTAGRAM POST 
 

1. Put the link to the full Youtube trailer in your Instagram bio. Note that it is case sensitive.  
https://youtu.be/jcYZEGqTstk 

2. Upload our Instagram-length trailer. Note we have both explicit & clean versions.  
3. Write post copy that indicates that the full video has premiered at the link in your bio, and 

if tickets are on sale (when applicable). 
4. Also include the following: 

a. Our Instagram username: @oscopelabs 
b. In theaters now / Coming Soon 
c. Our hashtag: #TheProposalDoc 

 
SAMPLE COPY: 
 
After famed architect Luis Barragan died and his work was locked away in a Swiss 
bunker, boundary redefining artist Jill Magid attempts to resurrect his life and art in 
@oscopelabs thrilling documentary THE PROPOSAL. 
 
Opening at @IFCCenter May 24th. #TheProposalDoc 
 
 

INSTAGRAM STORY 
 

1. Here is a story-sized graphic if you’d like to use it. 
2. Include the link to the video in the story. https://youtu.be/jcYZEGqTstk 
3. When the ticket page is up, link to that. 
4. Feel free to add *excited*-type emojis and stickers. Maybe a barf emoji... 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/avfzhx42anixhe0/AADLBuenSgNa2fT3HvyXI8Kya?dl=0
https://youtu.be/jcYZEGqTstk
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ai8stq5pxvzqk3z/The%20Proposal%20Trailer%20INSTA%201x1.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/xtup6rn9yshon4f/PROPOSAL_Story.jpg?dl=0
https://youtu.be/jcYZEGqTstk


TWITTER 
 

1. Link to the full video. https://youtu.be/jcYZEGqTstk 
2. Write post copy that indicates the video has premiered.  
3. Also include the following: 

a. Our Twitter username (@oscopelabs) 
b. Opening soon! theproposal.oscilloscope.net (or direct ticket link to theater where 

available) 
c. Our hashtag if there’s room (#TheProposalDoc) 

 
SAMPLE COPY: 
 
After famed architect Luis Barragan died and his work was locked away in a Swiss 
bunker, boundary redefining artist Jill Magid attempts to resurrect his life and art in 
@oscopelabs thrilling documentary THE PROPOSAL. 

 
Opening at @IFCCenter May 24th. theproposal.oscilloscope.net  
 
 

 
 
FACEBOOK 
 

1. Upload the entire video natively to Facebook (important: do not share the YouTube link). 
Download the video here. 

2. Set a custom thumbnail.  Choose one you like from the video (pick something with little 
to no text), or use this one.  

3. Write post copy that indicates this is the premiere of the full video and the film is in 
theaters. Tag our Facebook page (username @Oscopelabs). No hashtags. 
 
SAMPLE COPY: 
 
After famed architect Luis Barragán died and his work was locked away in a Swiss bunker, 
boundary redefining artist Jill Magid attempts to resurrect his life and art in the thrilling 
documentary THE PROPOSAL. 
 
Opening at IFC Center (or local theater) May 24th (or local date) from @oscopelabs. 
theproposal.oscilloscope.net 
 
 
 

https://youtu.be/jcYZEGqTstk
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/avfzhx42anixhe0/AADLBuenSgNa2fT3HvyXI8Kya?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/mhj8av3c3al6cik/Proposal_YT_Thumb.jpg?dl=0


 
 

SOCIAL MEDIA IMAGES 
 

1. You can use a number of different still images in the days and weeks counting down to 
opening day as well as once the film is released. Images can also be used on Twitter 
and in e-newsletters. Download the images here.  

4. Where applicable, link the image directly to the ticket purchasing page. If no such page 
exists yet, link to theproposal.oscilloscope.net. 

5. Write post copy that indicates the days left until opening day. On opening day, indicate 
that. When Now Playing, indicate that. Tag our social handle across all platforms 
(@oscopelabs).  

6. If/when applicable, note days & showtimes for any Q&A appearances. 
 

SAMPLE COPY: 
 
After famed architect Luis Barragán died and his work was locked away in a Swiss bunker, 
boundary redefining artist Jill Magid attempts to resurrect his life and art in @oscopelabs 
thrilling documentary THE PROPOSAL. 
 
Opening at @IFC Center (or local theater) May 24th (or local date). 
theproposal.oscilloscope.net 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/avfzhx42anixhe0/AADLBuenSgNa2fT3HvyXI8Kya?dl=0
http://theproposal.oscilloscope.net/

